
    

NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

call come

down had

his six

ten two

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

ate boy

came did

four saw

they well

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

good have

like must

new now

our say

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

cut far
off own
put ride
top with

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

get into

not ran

tell was

what yes

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

ask cold

five fly

from may

over take

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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NAME: _______________
TRACE THEM ALL

give her
open sit
them think
were your

Samson needs your help.  He has been tracing letters all day and he is 
starting to get tired.  Give Samson some help by tracing all of the letters 
on this page.  As you trace each letter, say it out loud.  When you have 
traced all of the letters in a word, try to say that word out loud.
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